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Abstract. We analyze a new wormhole routing scheme, which we call the 
wormhole deflection with virtual channels (abbreviated WDVC) scheme, 
that combines wormhole routing with virtual channels and deflection 
routing to provide efficient lossless communication. We use new analyti- 
cal models to analyze the performance of the WDVC scheme for the Man- 
hattan Street (MS) network topology. In particular, we examine the effect 
of the traffic load and the number of virtual channels on the through- 
put and the length of paths followed by the worms, and compare the 
analytical results obtained with corresponding simulation results. Our 
results indicate that wormhole deflections combined with virtual chan- 
nels is efficient under both light and heavy traffic loads, especially when 
the number of virtual channels on a link is large. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The efficiency in exchanging messages is an important  performance parameter  
of parallel computing systems, and it relies heavily on the switching scheme 
used for interprocessor communication.  Because of its low latency, wormhole 
routing has evolved as the desired scheme for multiprocessor networks and its 
performance has been analyzed by several researchers under a variety of models 
(see, for example,  [DaS87], [KID94], [SOD95], [Dua93], and [Dal92]). 

Conventional wormhole routing allows messages (or worms) to be t ransmit ted 
as a continuous s t ream of bits occupying multiple links simultaneously. This is 
accomplished by dividing each message into smaller message units called flits 
[DaS87], and advancing the flits from the input port  to the output  port  at 
intermediate nodes, without waiting for the entire message to be received at the 
node. We distinguish between three types of flits in a message: the header flit used 
to route the message, the data flits used to carry the message information, and 
the tail flit used to signify the end of the message. When the header flit arrives at 

1 Research supported by ARPA under the MOST project. 
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an intermediate node, it is buffered until the output  port  can be determined and 
it can be t ransmit ted  on the associated link. When the da ta  flits arrive, they are 
switched automatical ly  to the same output  port and t ransmit ted immediately. 
When the header flit is blocked at an intermediate node, the flits that  follow 
it are also blocked at their current position and the network resources are tied 
up until the contention is resolved. This scenario can lead to deadlock, where no 
worms can advance towards their destination, because M1 resources are occupied 
by worms waiting for resources to become available. 

Virtual channels have been proposed to avoid deadlock and alleviate the 
waste of resources caused by blocked worms in the network ([DaS87], [Dal92]). 
A physical channel is shared by several virtual channels with parallel queues 
by time-division multiplexing the resources. Each worm being t ransmit ted on 
a physical link occupies a virtual channel. When a worm is blocked, only the 
resources associated with the virtual channels used by the blocked worm are 
forced to remain idle, and only a portion of the network resources are wasted. 

Deflection routing is an adaptive routing scheme that  resolves network con- 
tentions by temporar i ly  misrouting messages, as opposed to buffering them un- 
til the resources become available. As network congestion increases, messages 
are deflected away from the congested areas, thus balancing the load among 
the network links. Deflection routing has previously been studied by several 
researchers for store-and-forward routing (see for example, [Max89], [Max90], 
[GrG88], [GrH92], and [Sra91]), cut-through routing ([BFB93],[KoS94]), and 
wormhole routing ([LBB94], [LNG96]). 

The wormhole deflection scheme with virtual channels (WDVC) that  we pro- 
pose and analyze in this paper  is a wormhole routing scheme that  combines the 
flexibility of vir tual  channels with the adaptabil i ty of deflection routing. Each 
physical channel consists of m virtual channels, with parallel queues at the re- 
ceiving nodes. A preferred path  is selected from the source to the destination of 
the message, and the header flit is sent on that  pa th  followed by the data  flits. If  
there is no virtual channel available at an intermediate link to accommodate  the 
worm, the worm may have to be routed over a different, longer path; we then 
say that  the worm is deflected. As we will see later, for regular networks (with 
the number  of input channels equal to the number of output  channels) there are 
always adequate resources available to accommodate  an incoming worm of an 
intermediate node. This, however, may happen at the expense of interrupting 
(preempting) existing worms that  originate at that  node. 
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We analyze the performance of the proposed scheme for the Manhat tan  Street 
(MS) network topology. In our model, all worms require one virtual channel, and 
their destinations are uniformly distributed over all nodes of the network. We 
obtain results on the throughput,  the average number of deflections, and other 
performance parameters  of interest as a function of the traffic load, the network 
size, and the number  of virtual channels. Our analytical results are in close agree- 
ment  with corresponding simulation results, and they indicate that  the WDVC 
scheme uses the available resources very efficiently, especially when the number  
m of virtual channels on a link is large (say, 10). Our model is different than 
the ones used in previous works, where unslotted deflection schemes with cut- 
through [BFB93] and wormhole [LNG96] routing were studied via simulation. In 
our scheme, multiple worms can share the same link and unsuccessful worms are 
not dropped, but are rescheduled for transmission. Our analysis does not assume 
nodes to have any global information about  the utilization of the network links, 
other than for their own outgoing links. 

2 Wormhole  Def lect ion with  Virtual  Channels  Scheme 

Messages (worms) are assumed to be generated at a source with a specified 
destination. A path  is then computed at the source, and the source t ransmits  
the header flit, followed immediately by the data  flits. As the header flit travels 
along the path,  it may  use any of the rn virtual channels provided on each 
physical link. If  the header flit is successful in finding a free virtual channel on 
all the links on the path  to the destination, the WDVC scheme looks like the 
usual wormhole routing with virtual channels (except that  in our scheme there 
are no constraints on the virtual channel chosen on each link). If, however, the 
header flit arrives at an intermediate node and is unable to obtain a virtual 
channel on the desired outgoing link of the path, an existing worm may  have to 
be interrupted (preempted) or the arriving worm may have to be deflected, as 
described below. 

We focus on a particular intermediate (i.e., non-source, non-destination) 
node, where the header flit of a transit worm arrives. If  none of the virtual 
channels of the desired outgoing link are available for the transit worm, and one 
of the channels is used by a worm originating at this particular node, the origi- 
nating worm is preempted (interrupted) to release the necessary virtual channel. 
When a worm is preempted,  the source ceases t ransmit t ing new data  and sends 
a tail flit to release the resources along the path  to accommodate  the new worm. 
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Worms tha t  are interrupted may  resume transmission when they see the tail 
flit of the worm tha t  preempted them (either because the worm has propagated 
normally through the network, or because it has been preempted at its source). 
If none of the vir tual  channels of the desired outgoing link are occupied by orig- 
inating worms, then the new worm is deflected to an alternate output  link. It 
is possible that  all of the virtual channels of the alternate link are occupied by 
existing worms, and preemption must be used to make a channel available for 
the deflected worm. Although it is possible for worms to preempt themselves, 
our simulations indicate tha t  self preemptions happen infrequently. 

Although deflection routing is deadlock-free (since worms are never blocked 
at intermediate nodes), livelock can occur if a worm circulates endlessly without 
reaching its destination. In addition, allowing worms to follow very long paths 

can waste network resources, increasing the probabili ty that  future worms will 
be blocked or will be forced to take even longer paths. To avoid livelock and 
the waste that  occurs when a worm follows a very long path  due to deflections, 
we may  request tha t  a worm is dropped when the header ftit has traveled more 

than H hops without reaching its destination. The parameter  H can be chosen 
to be equal to a multiple (e.g. 2 or 3 times) of the shortest distance between the 
source and the destination of the worm, and it may also be made to depend on 
the current congestion in the network. 

3 A n a l y s i s  f o r  t h e  M a n h a t t a n  S t r e e t  N e t w o r k  

W'e assume that  the underlying network topology is a square Manhat tan  Street 
(MS) network [Max85], which is a two-connected regular mesh network with 
x / N  nodes along each dimension and unidirectional communication links which 
alternate directions in adjacent rows [columns]. We assume worms are generated 
at each node over an infinite t ime horizon according to a Poisson process of 
rate ),, and their destinations are uniformly distributed over all nodes of the 
network. The worm lengths are independent and exponentially distributed with 
mean 1/#. Each physical channel is divided into m virtual channels. 

A worm using a given link 1 is called an originating worm if I is the first link 
on the worm's  path,  a transit  worm i f l  is an intermediate link, and a terminat ing 

worm if it reaches its destination over link 1. When both of the outgoing links 
of a node lie on a shortest pa th  to the destination, then the node is called a 
don't care node for that  destination; otherwise it is called a preference node. A 
transit  worm arriving at an intermediate node selects a preferred outgoing link 
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according to the persistent rule: If the current node is a "don't  care" node, one 
of the links is chosen with equal probability as the preferred one. If the current 
node is a "preference" node, the preferred link is the one that lies on the shortest 
path. 

A transit worm arriving at an intermediate node attempts to transmit on its 
preferred link, preempting if necessary an originating worm at that link. If this 
is not possible, the worm is routed over the other link of the node, preempting if 
necessary some worm originating on that link. An originating worm is accepted 
only if there is an available channel on its preferred link to accommodate it; that  
is, worms are never deflected on their first hop. An originating worm that  is not 
accepted is said to be blocked, and must try to retransmit at a later time. A 
worm that  is preempted, reattempts transmission after a random delay, and if 
it succeeds, continues transmitting data  from the point at which the worm was 
interrupted. Worms that  are preempted or blocked are randomly mixed back 
into the input queues so that the combined process of exogenous and retrial 
a t tempts can be approximated by a Poisson process. 

We focus on worms with destination (0, 0), and let D(i, j) [or D(i, j)] be the 
average number of additional links that  will be used by a transit [or originating, 
respectively] worm currently located at node (i, j). .  We let p be the probability 
that  an arriving transit worm fails to acquire a virtual channel on its preferred 
outgoing link (therefore, such a worm is deflected if the current node is a pref- 
erence node). We then have 

_ [ ½[D(il, j l )  -t- D(i2, j2)], if (i, j )  is don' t  care node; 
D(i, j)=l+l ( 1 - p ) D ( i l , j l )  +p-D(i2,j2), if (i,j)is preference node, and (1) 

( i l , j l )  is preferred next node, 

and 

{ ½[D(il, j l )  + D(i2, j2)], if (i, j)  is don't  care node; 
D(i,j)=l + D ( i l , j l ) ,  if (i,j) is preference node, and (2) 

(il, j l )  is preferred next node, 

where (il, j l )  and (i2, j2) are the outgoing neighbors of (i, j) .  Also, we clearly 
have D(0, 0) = D(0, 0) = 0. If the deflection probability p is known, the preceding 
equations can be applied iteratively on the MS network to calculate D(i, j) and 
D(i,j) for all nodes (i, j). The total average number of links used by a worm 
can then be obtained as 

1 D - - N ~  ~ D(i,j). (3) 
(~,j)~(o,a) 
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In what  follows we present an analytical method for calculating the deflection 
probabil i ty p. 

We denote by B the probabili ty that  a new worm is blocked at its source, and 
by E the probabil i ty that  a worm is interrupted (preempted) before it completes 
transmission. We assume tha t  the retransmissions of worms that  are blocked or 
preempted are sufficiently randomized so that  the total  arrival rate of originating 
worms requesting a particular outgoing link of a node is a Poisson process with 
rate 

~I = 2 ( 1 -  B)(1 - E )  (4) 

Since the average number  of intermediate links used by a worm is equal to D -  1, 
the average rate with which transit worms are emitted on a link is 

)~(D - 1) 
~2 = A~(1 - B)(D - 1) -- ~(1---E- 7 . (5) 

Also, the average rate with which terminating worms arrive at a node is ~3 = A1. 

We will say that  a node is in state X = (X~, Xb, Xc, Xd, X~b, X~d, Xcb, X~d), 
if there are Xa (or X~) worms terminating over its horizontal (vertical, respec- 
tively) incoming link, Xb (or Xd) worms originating on its horizontal (vertical, 
respectively) outgoing link, X~b (or Xcd) transit  worms arriving over the hor- 
izontal (or vertical) incoming link and leaving over the horizontal (or vertical, 
respectively) outgoing link, and X~d (or X~5) transit worms arriving over the 
horizontal (or vertical) incoming link and leaving over the vertical (or horizon- 
tal, respectively) outgoing link. We also let rr(X) be the steady-state probabili ty 
that  a node is in state X.  

We will approximate  r~(X) as the stat ionary distribution of an auxiliary 
system Q, defined as follows. The system Q has four groups of servers (labeled 
Q~, Qb, Qc, and Qd), each of which has m identical servers and no waiting 
space. The groups Qa and Q~ will be referred to as incoming groups, while the 
groups Qb and Qd will be referred to as outgoing groups of servers. We also refer 
to groups Qa and QD as groups of the top level, and to groups Qc and Qd as 
groups of the bottom level. There are three types of customers, to be referred to 
as originating, transit, and terminating customers. Originating customers arrive 
at each outgoing group of servers (Qb or Qd) according to a Poisson process 
with rate ~ .  Transit  and terminat ing customers arrive at each incoming group 
of servers (Q~ or Q~) according to a Poisson process with rates ),~ and ),~, 
respectively. Originating, transit,  or terminating customers that  find all servers 
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in the group at which they arrive busy are dropped, never to appear again. An 

originating or terminating customer that is not dropped, obtains one server in 

the group at which he arrives. A transit customer that is accepted in an incoming 

group (Qa or Qc) obtains one server in the group of servers at which he arrives, 

and obtains an additional server in one of the outgoing groups (Qb or Qd), in 

the following way. The transit customer selects one of the outgoing groups as its 
preferred outgoing group, and then tries to obtain a server in that group. The 
preferred outgoing group is with probability 0 the outgoing group that  is at the 
same level (top or bottom) with the incoming group at which he arrived, and 
with probability 1 - t9 it is the outgoing group that is at the other level from 

the incoming group at which he arrived. The parameter 0 is taken to be equal 

to the average number of straight-through "care" nodes on a path in the MS 

network. Transit customers have preemptive priority over originating customers 

in Qb and Qa. That  is, a transit customer that finds its preferred outgoing group 

of servers busy, can preempt an originating customer in that group. If all servers 
in that  group are busy serving transit customers, it tries to obtain a server in the 

nonpreferred group, preempting if necessary an originating worm in that group. 

Once a transit customer is accepted in Qa or Q~, it is guaranteed to always find a 
server in Qb or Qd given the above preemption rule. Originating customers that 

are accepted in the system use a server for an exponential amount of time with 
mean 1/#, unless they are preempted before the completion of their service. 

Transit and terminating customers that are accepted in the system leave the 

system after an exponential amount of time with mean 1/(# + e), where the 

parameter c is taken to be the "probabilistic rate" at which a transit worm 

is preempted due to arrivals of header flits at its source, and will be defined 
precisely later. 

We also ask that  the rate A2 at which transit worms are emitted on a link of 
the MS network is the same as the rate at which transit customers are accepted 
in system Q. For this to hold, we should have )~ = A2/(1 - b), where b = Pr(X- : 
Xa +X~,b +X,,d = rn). Furthermore, we ask that the rate )~3 at which terminating 
worms are received at an incoming link of the MS network is the same as the rate 

at which terminating customers are accepted in system Q. This happens when 
),~ is defined as )~ = )~3/(1 - b). The probability that a new worm is blocked at 
its first hop is 

B = E rr (X-). (6) 
-X: Xb-[-Xab-~Xcb=rr~ 
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Assuming that an arriving transit worm finds a node in a typical state, except 
for states where X~ + Xab + Xad = m, the deflection probability p is given by 

(1 - e ) 

-X: X a b T X c  b X ~ :  X a d + X c  d X Xa+Xab+Xad:i2na. 
Xa~['Xclb ~ 'Xad~rn  Xa-bXah-[ -XadCm 

(r) 
The probabilistic rate e at which a particular transit worm W is preempted 

due to arrivals of transit worms at its source can be found to be 

~=) '~ ~ xb E , :  7~,0~r(2) + ~ ( 1 - 0 )  
X b "~Xab "~Xab -~m, X b ..~Xab -[-Xcb ~-~, 
X a Jc.Xab -[-Xad ~:m Xa  •Xa b "~Xad ~rn, 

X a d ~ X c d  =m 

+ Z 1 <-x) ] 
"~; Xb#O , 

Xb  T X a b ' ~ X c b  =m,  Xb T X  ab q-Xcb =m,  
X c ~ X c b ~ C X c d C m  X e ~ X c b ' ~ X c d C m ,  

X a d q - X c d ~ m  

(8) 
The probability E that a worm W that has begun transmission is preempted 

before it is completed can be approximated as E = e/(e + p). 

To calculate the steady-state probabilities lr(X) for all feasible states, we 
write down the global balance equations of the Markov chain that corresponds 
to the auxiliary system Q. If the parameters A~,A~, A;, and E are known, then 
the global balance equations, together with the equation ~ ~r(X) = 1 give the 
steady-state probabilities. These parameters, however, depend on the values of 
the steady-state probabilities. Equations (1)-(8) together with the global balance 
equations and the preemption probability E give a system of equations that can 
be jointly solved by using the method of successive approximations. 

4 Analytical  and Simulation Results  

In this section, we present our results on the throughput, the average path 
length, and other performance parameters of interest for the WDVC scheme 
in a MS network topology. These results were obtained by solving numerically 
the analytical expressions given in Section 3. We also compare the analytical 
results with corresponding simulation results. 

A natural measure of the performance of the WDVC scheme is the ineffi- 
ciency ratio O(A), defined as the ratio ~()~) = D()~)/D(O) of the average path 
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length D(A) taken by a worm for a given arrival rate A, over the average shortest- 

path length D(0) of the MS network topology. The inefficiency ratio characterizes 

the effectiveness with which the WDVC scheme uses the network capacity for 
a given network load. In Fig. 1 we illustrate ~7(A) as a function of the external 

arrival rate A (measured in worms per node per unit of time), for a 6 × 6 MS net- 
work, average worm length 1/# -- 1, and the number of virtual channels m = 1 

and m -- 2. We also illustrate the deflection probability p at a preference node. 
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Fig. 1. We illustrate the inefficiency factor q(A) and the deflection probability p, as a 
function of the external arrival rate per node A, for a 6 × 6 MS network with m = 1 

2 z n / ~  and m ---- 2 virtual channels per link. We also illustrate the upper bound ~ on q(A). 

The analytical model of Section 3 assumes that worms that are blocked or 
preempted reattempt to establish a connection after a random delay, and that 
the network is operating in the stable region, where the preemption, deflection, 

and blocking probabilities are strictly less than one; our simulations show that 

the preemption probability E is the first of these probabilities to approach one. 
To obtain a necessary condition for stability, note that external messages are 

generated in the network at a total rate of AN worms per unit of time, and 

each of them uses on the average D(A) links. Since the total network capacity is 
2Nm, a necessary condition for stability is AND(A)~# < 2Nm, or, equivalently, 
~(~) < ~-~. 

- -  A D ( 0 )  " 

In order to investigate the behavior of the network in the unstable region, 
where the external arrivM rate A per node is larger than what the network can 
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sustain, we have to rely on simulations. Figure 2 illustrates simulation results for 
the inefficiency ratio and deflection probability as a function of the normalized 
external arrival rate )~/m, so that  the curves corresponding to different numbers 
of virtual channels m can appear on the same plot. In Fig. 3, we plot the normal- 
ized throughput,  that  is, the average number of worms per node, per unit of time, 
and per virtual channel, successfully transmitted without interruptions. Using 
arguments similar to those used to determine the stability condition, an upper 
bound on the maximum normalized throughput is given by )~r,~,~/m = 2#/D(0) .  
Note that  deflection routing with no virtual channels (case m = 1) has a maxi- 
mum throughput  of only 35% of this upper bound. However, a linear increase in 
the number of virtual channels m corresponds to a better-than-linear increase in 
the network throughput  (for m = 10 virtual channels, the maximum throughput 
is nearly 80% of the upper bound), indicating that  the more virtual channels 
per physical channel, the more effÉcient is the operation of the WDVC scheme. 
Also, note that  the deflection probability p, the inefficiency ratio ~(A), and the 
throughput  all increase with )~ but eventially reach a plateau. In fact, the toad 
at which the plateau is reached coincides with the load at which the preemption 
probabili ty E becomes equal to one. This indicates that at heavy traffic load, 
preemptions act as a "built-in" flow control mechanism that prevents the deflec- 
tion probability and the average path length from increasing beyond some point. 
Leonardi et al [LNG96] similarly observed that  an input rate control policy was 
necessary to prevent the throughput from decreasing after reaching a maximum. 

Borgonovo et al [BFB93] used simulations to analyze an unslotted deflection 
scheme with cut-through routing. The throughput results that we obtained for 
the case m -- 1 are similar to the results obtained in [BFB93] for T ~ 0 (note that 
the results in [BFB93] are given in terms of throughput versus offered traffic, and 
blocked messages do not retry to enter the network). This was expected, because 
if we view a packet of variable length in [BFB93] as a worm (this corresponds 
to ~- ~ 0 in [BFB93]), and do not allow sharing of links by multiple worms 
(this corresponds to m = 1 in the WDVC scheme), the efficiency with which 
the two schemes use capacity should be similar. The analogy between the two 
cases, however, is lost when m ~ 1, since the preemption and splitting of worms, 
which are necessary for the WDVC scheme to work, play no role in the unslotted 
deflection scheme of [BFB93]. 

Our results indicate that  the WDVC protocol becomes more efficient as the 
number of virtual channels increase. However, it is possible to increase the per- 
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Fig. 2. We illustrate the simulation results for the inefficiency factor ~()~) and the 
deflection probability p, as a function of A/m for a 6 × 6 MS network, and several values 
of m. We also illustrate the upper bound 2my ~D(0) on rl(A), and the stability region. 

formance of the WDVC protocol (and avoid livelock as mentioned earlier) by 
restricting the number of hops taken by worms. Figure 3b illustrates simulation 
results for the normalized throughput obtained for the case where the length of 

the path followed by a worm is restricted to be at most h times the shortest 
distance between the source and the destination of the worm. These results in- 

dicate that a 35% increase in maximum throughput is possible for m = 2 virtual 

channels and h = 2, exceeding the performance for m = 4 virtual channels with 
no path restriction. 
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